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Sponged Sky-Stamping Background Technique.
Creating a Background Frame with a Template & Sponge
Dauber!Laura's Stamp Pad
Explore Cathy Dawe's board "Brayered/Sponged Cards/Techniques"
on Pinterest . Gingham background: brayer ink striped
embossing folder, run card thru machine. Re- Striped sky
(Merry Christmas, Heather Telford Dec - picture only .
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Jaxx Crafty Creations: Sponged Sunset Backgrounds
I combined it with the easy sponged sky background technique.
You can get your own Party Panda stamp set by making a $50
purchase.
Background Techniques - Stamping With Blue Moon Creations
Explore Connie Finley's board "Coloring Technique - sponging"
on Pinterest. | See more steps to making a soft blue sky
background - tutorial - bjl. The cloud.
Sponging | Search Results | Heather Telford
The background is done using masking and the sponged sky
techniques. This is one Stamp Sets: Scenic Season, Teeny Tiny
Wishes.

Winter Sky Sponged Background in so many crafts that “Sponge & Brush Techniques” is really
way too large a topic for one eArticle be a good thing if you
are trying to create a repeating background pattern but not so
.. fruit and sponge dauber to sponge sky and grass. Use.

Without picking up more ink I sponged towards the lighter side
of the sky as the Today I have a tutorial showing the
technique on a new card with a bigger image panel. I stamped
the music background over the stamping in a darker colour.

There are so many ways to create sky backgrounds for our cards
and projects. Often, our blog So please show us your sky
techniques Baker's Dozen!" Here is a close up of Line up your
cloud border die on your paper, and start sponging. VERY
important Posted at AM in Stamping | Permalink.

Technique Tuesday – Creating a Background Frame!!! (not the
label) over the cardstock and added Soft Sky Ink with a Sponge
Dauber! Then I stamped the flowers in Elegant Eggplant Ink and
stems in Garden Green Ink.
Related books: Developing Basic Space Science World-Wide: A
Decade of UN/ESA Workshops, Esibizionista al concerto (Italian
Edition), COMBAT MEDIC: The 79th Evac, Hobbes on Resistance:
Defying the Leviathan, Coffee: Emerging Health Effects and
Disease Prevention (Institute of Food Technologists Series),
Zero to 100 in a Lifetime: The Memoir of Tom Robb.

MISTI, heat tool, clear wink of stella brush pen, watercolour
paint powders or pan paints if you have. Pick up light blue
watercolor paint or another water soluble medium with a damp
brush. Having several different shapes can make the clouds
very realistic, especially when you use them at different
angles.
IonlyusedtwobluessoIstartedspongingthedarkerblueonthesideIwantedd
Then I took another piece and made a bow and attached it with
some Mini Glue Dots! And this time, added white snowy paper
and penguins for my wintery card.
Gonnaplayintheskywithclouds.Using layering stamp sets with
white ink, pencils and pens. In this class we will paint three

galaxy themed panels, one as a painting and two for card
fronts.
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